It has been demonstrated that in gap pursuit tasks, smooth pursuit latency is reduced. This 'gap effect' is modified by factors such as gap duration and task context. We have now investigated whether it is also modified by an important visual parameter-the contrast of the pursuit and fixation targets. We found that while pursuit target contrast is an important determinant of pursuit latency, fixation target contrast had very little effect on pursuit latency. Neither pursuit nor fixation target contrast altered the gap effect on pursuit latency. Our results suggest that while visual parameters, like contrast, may modify the visual processing underlying pursuit initiation, the processing underlying the gap effect is separate and distinct.
Introduction
Various processes underlie the initiation of smooth pursuit eye movement (SP), a class of eye movement which allows primates to stabilise the images of smoothly moving objects on the fovea. One area of interest is the mechanism which brings about the shift from stationary fixation to active SP. While a number of hypotheses have been proposed to explain the initiation of saccadic eye movements either in terms of attentional disengagement (Fischer & Weber, 1993) or in neuronal terms (Munoz & Wurtz, 1992) , the situation for SP is less clear.
The gap paradigm (introducing a temporal gap between the extinction of a fixation target and the illumination of a SP target) has been shown to modify the initiation of SP (the 'gap effect'). Specifically, SP latency is reduced in gap compared to non-gap conditions in both monkey (Krauzlis & Miles, 1996a) and human experiments (Merrison & Carpenter, 1995; Krauzlis & Miles, 1996b; Knox, 1996; Morrow & Lamb, 1996; Knox, 1998a,b) . Krauzlis and Miles (1996b) proposed that, given the general similarity between the gap effect on SP and on saccades, the inputs for release of the oculomotor system from fixation may be shared between the SP and saccade systems while differences in spatial organisation suggest different premotor circuitry. The other key difference is that SP initiation requires a visual motion drive signal which they suggested might be gated by the fixation system. This analysis does not take into account the involvement of higher level mechanisms which are known to play a role in SP initiation and maintenance. Human subjects are able to initiate and maintain smooth eye movement in response to visually complex cues as well as retinal image motion (Steinbach, 1976) and both their expectations about target motion and their immediately prior experience also play a role (Barnes & Asselman, 1991; Barnes, Goodbody & Collins, 1995) . Task parameters, task type and context all alter SP initiation (Knox, 1998a,b) . Attentional processing is also presumed to play a role at least in the case where an explicit choice must be made between two moving targets (Ferrera & Lisberger, 1995) .
We have investigated the gap effect on SP initiation further by altering one important 6isual property of both the fixation and SP targets, their contrast, while keeping task parameters (step size, SP target speed, spatial predictability) and task type (centripetal stepramp) fixed. The effect of contrast on SP latency in both gap and non-gap conditions has been examined in order to see how robust the gap effect is, and whether it is modified in conditions where the visual information available and the visual demands of the task are altered.
Materials and methods
The main body of experiments ('common contrast' experiments) were performed on four right-handed subjects. In addition a small number of 'independent contrast' experiments also involved one additional, naïve, subject. Subjects sat 57 cm from a visual display which they viewed with their left eye; the right eye was occluded. Their heads were stabilised by a chin rest and cheek pads. Visual stimuli, generated by a Cambridge Research Systems Visual Stimulus Generator, consisted of small dark squares (0.3°×0.3°) presented on a light background. A fixation target was presented for a random period of between 0.5 s and 1.5 s, in the centre of the display. This was replaced by the pursuit target which subjects were instructed to follow at all times. In common contrast runs the pursuit target was visually identical to the fixation target. All subjects were tested in low and high contrast conditions; two subjects were additionally tested in a mid-contrast condition. The levels of contrast were as follows: high (target: 3.5 cd/m 2 , background 43 cd/m 2 , 92%), medium (21 on 43 cd/m 2 , 51%) and low (32.3 on 43 cd/m 2 , 25%). Subjects were presented with runs of 96 trials in which the target appeared randomly 5°to the right or left of fixation, and moved back through the centre of the display at 14°/s (i.e. a centripetal ramp-step task; Rashbass, 1961; Knox, 1998a) . Sets of four tasks were presented in random order; in each set there were always two leftward and two rightward tasks, one task with no gap and three with gaps of 100, 200 or 400ms. In independent contrast runs, the contrast of the fixation target was varied so that in two tasks it was low and in two high; the pursuit target was always high contrast. Between each run there was an opportunity for the subject to rest if they requested it, or there was a suspicion from the data (e.g. low pursuit gains with lots of saccades) that they were fatigued. Horizontal eye movement was recorded using an infra-red corneal reflection device (IRIS: Skalar), and the eye position signal digitised with 12-bit precision at 1 kHz using a CED m1401. The eye position and a time marker of the appearance of the pursuit target were displayed on the computer screen; data from 100ms before to 500ms after the appearance of the target was stored on disc for analysis off-line. Smooth pursuit latency was measured from the computer screen using an analysis program which displayed the recorded eye position (e.g. Fig. 1a ), the calculated eye velocity (Fig. 1b) and the time at which the pursuit target appeared (first arrow on traces in Fig.  1 ). SP latency was measured from the velocity traces using a regression technique ( Fig. 1c; see Krauzlis & Miles, 1996a,b; Morrow & Lamb, 1996) . A linear regression of velocity on time was fitted through the data from approximately 50 ms before to 50 ms after the time of target appearance (Fig. 1c) . A second regression was calculated over the initial, acceleration, phase of the SP response. The calculated intersection between the two functions was shown, and although it could be overridden by the operator, was usually taken to estimate the time of SP initiation (second arrow on traces in Fig. 1) . We recorded the time of occurrence of the first saccade after target appearance. Only responses which were preceded by stable fixation, and were not contaminated by blinks or anticipatory saccades (i.e. saccades with latencies B 80ms) were analysed.
Results
As in a previous study (Knox, 1998a) , we measured SP latency only for those trials in which the smooth eye movement was the first oculomotor response to the appearance of the moving target (Fig. 1) . The parameters used (step amplitude 5°, target speed 14°/s) ensured that the overwhelming majority of the responses from all of the subjects tested fell into this category. Thus the latency measurements discussed here are for presaccadic SP.
Subjectively, the speed of low and high contrast SP targets appeared to differ, at least according to some subjects. As we had no means of testing subjects' speed perception psychophysically, we sought to simplify the analysis by not combining SP targets of different contrasts in the same run or in the same testing session. In the independent contrast experiments, only the contrast of the fixation target was altered.
We wished to establish whether in common contrast runs target and fixation contrast had any effect on SP latency in normal tasks (gap = 0 ms). As Fig. 2a shows, for the two subjects for whom we had data at three contrast levels, as contrast increased SP latency was reduced markedly in a monotonic manner. Data for all four subjects for the low (25%) and high (92%) contrast conditions are plotted in Fig. 2b . The effect of contrast on SP latency was very similar for all four subjects. This is illustrated further in Fig. 2c , in which we have pooled the data for all subjects for leftward and rightward SP. The mean latency in the low contrast condition for leftward SP was 19893 ms (mean9 S.E.M., n= 257) and this was reduced to 1589 2 ms (n = 242) in the high contrast condition. This represent a reduction of 20% and is statistically significant ('d' test, d= 12.5, PB B0.001). Latency for rightward SP was reduced from 21192 ms (n =276) to 169 9 2 ms (n = 264; 20% reduction, d= 12.8, P B B0.001).
For all subjects, at both high and low contrast there was a clear gap effect on SP latency. As the effect in all four subjects was very consistent, only the mean data, plotted in Fig. 2 , will be described in detail. In both high and low contrast conditions, SP latency was significantly reduced by 100 ms gaps (the shortest duration used in these experiments). For SP to the left (Fig. 3a) , the reduction in latency observed was 24 ms (11%, d= 7.14, PB0.001) in the low contrast condition, and 22 ms (16%, d= 8.18, PB 0.001) in the high contrast condition. For SP to the right, latency was reduced by 30 ms (14%, d=10.38, PB 0.001) and 31 ms (18%, d= 10.07, PB 0.001) for low and high contrast conditions respectively. Thus in absolute terms, the effect of a 100 ms gap was very similar in both high contrast and low contrast conditions. However, given the contrast effect on absolute latency, the percentage decreases were larger in high contrast conditions. There were further small, but statistically significant, decreases in latency as gap duration was increased. The reductions observed from latency with 100 ms gaps to latency with 400 ms gaps ranged from 8 ms for rightward SP in low contrast conditions (4%, d = 2.31, P B 0.05) to 18 ms for leftward SP in low contrast (10%, d= 5.37, PB 0.001). In these pooled data there was no increase in latency at longer gap durations, at least up to the 400 ms gap duration used in these experiments. Correlation coefficients for the pooled data for both directions of SP and in both low and high contrast conditions were statistically significant (PB 0.001). For descriptive purposes we calculated linear regressions (Fig. 3) . Overall, the gap effect on SP latency in the two contrast conditions was remarkably similar. The reduction in latency observed comparing the normal and 400ms gap tasks for SP to the left was 42 ms (21%, d = 11.67, PB0.001) in low and 33 ms (21%, d= 11.96, PB 0.001) in high contrast conditions. The slopes of the regression lines were − 0.09 and − 0.07 respectively. For SP to the right latency was reduced by 38 ms (18%, d= 10.61, P B 0.001) and 38 ms (22%, d= 11.73, PB 0.001) in low and high contrast conditions respectively.
We investigated the relative importance of fixation target and SP target contrast by exposing two subjects to runs in which either both the fixation and SP targets were high contrast or the SP target was high contrast and the fixation target was low contrast. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4 for both subjects. SP latency was very similar whether the fixation target was high or low contrast. In both subjects, for both leftward and rightward SP, both the absolute latencies and the reductions due to the gap effect were very similar whether the fixation target was low or high contrast. For both subjects there were no statistically significant differences in the mean latencies between low and high contrast fixation target pairs (P \ 0.05) with the single exception of the rightward, 400 ms point for PCK. The regression lines plotted in Fig. 4 , show the gap duration dependent reduction in SP latency in maximum contrast conditions in the common contrast experiment for each subject. There was very little evidence of any systematic difference between the common contrast data (where both the SP and fixation targets were always high contrast) and the independent (high/low pairs) contrast data for each subject.
Discussion
The purpose of these experiments was to investigate what happens when task parameters and context remained fixed but the visual properties of the stimuli are altered. Our objective in using targets with a contrast of 25%, was to make the task visually more difficult, without reducing the target contrast near to threshold. The low contrast SP target was noticeably dimmer than the high contrast target, and low contrast tasks were perceived to be harder. We were surprised to observe that altering target contrast caused an alteration in the perception of target speed. It has been reported that speed judgements are contrast dependent for relatively slowly moving targets at or just above threshold (Thompson, 1982) . This result has been interpreted as meaning that well above threshold, and certainly for fast stimuli, contrast has little effect on the perception of speed (Gegenfurtner & Hawken, 1995) . We used a relatively high target speed of 14°/s, and our low contrast condition was well above threshold, yet there still seemed to be a speed illusion. It may be that this issue needs to be reinvestigated psychophysically. The speed illusion only occurred however, when low and high contrast targets could be compared fairly directly. We prevented such comparisons by presenting subjects with one SP target contrast in each session. Therefore the illusion cannot explain the SP effects we have observed.
Contrast effects on SP latency have been reported in the monkey where it was found that as target contrast increased, SP latency decreased (Lisberger & Westbrook, 1985) . However, contrast was calculated and plotted relative to the perceptual threshold for a stationary flash of a single human observer rather than using absolute contrast measurements, making direct comparison with our results difficult. There were also differences in the target speeds used and other parameters such as the step size. It has also been reported that in human subjects, for unpredictable smooth target motion, smooth eye velocity increased with increasing contrast over a narrow range (0.3 log units) above motion threshold, before saturating (Haegerstrom-Portnoy & Brown, 1979) . However, the tasks and visual conditions used always induced an early saccade which obscured SP initiation and made measurements of SP latency impossible. It was found that as contrast increased the latency of the initial saccade decreased. Direct comparison is, again, difficult as data is plotted relative to the subjects' motion thresholds. The contrasts used were much lower than those employed here. Their maximum contrast was 4% above threshold, perhaps an absolute contrast of 6% at most; our low contrast condition was 25%. We have shown that alterations in contrast well above threshold modify SP latency in a systematic manner.
The alterations in SP latency which we have observed cannot be explained in terms of the effect of contrast changes on fixation. Prior to an eye movement, there must be a break from fixation; in attentional terms, disengagement from the fixation target is necessary. We found that SP latency was essentially unaffected when the contrast of the fixation target was reduced to the low level while the SP target contrast was maintained. This suggests that, well above threshold, the presence of a 6isible target is all that is required to maintain fixation. Whether the fixation target is easy or hard to see makes no difference, and makes the break from fixation neither harder or easier. Therefore, the effects on SP latency which we have observed must be understood in terms of detection of target motion and target engagement.
Previously we had shown that tasks which subjects found challenging induced them to devote greater attentional resources to their performance globally, re-ducing SP latency for specific probe tasks (Knox, 1998a ). In the current experiments, subjects certainly found the low contrast trials more difficult simply because the target was more difficult to see. While SP latency was clearly affected, the gap duration dependent modulation in SP latency was entirely unaffected by reductions in contrast. Certainly the gap effect was robust, and was present at both high and low contrast levels. It may be necessary to distinguish between different categories of properties which modify SP initiation in different ways. Overall run parameters such as spatial predictability, altered by mixing different task types, have been shown to have effects which might be explained in attentional terms (Knox, 1998a,b) . The visual properties of targets in individual tasks, such as their contrast, certainly modify SP latency, but do not modify the gap effect, even although we might expect a greater allocation of attentional resources where the task is visually more difficult. These observations are perhaps best explained simply with reference to the visual motion processing underlying SP. This provides further evidence that both visual and non-visual processing are necessary for the initiation of SP, and that these different sets of processes are distinct enough to be modified by different types of manipulation.
If the visual properties of targets are important for determining the absolute latency of SP initiation, but do not modify the gap effect, this raises the question as to what type of manipulation might alter the gap effect. It now appears that non-target factors such as stationary distractors, have little effect on SP in non-gap conditions while in gap conditions there are clear increases in latency (Knox, 1998b) .
